In the field of high-risk ob servation, the nodes in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 
Introduction
In this research, we discussed about the Wireless Sensor Network Localization, with focus on performance analysis using DV-Hop and Amorphous algorithm. The DV-hop algorithm [1] is the basic scheme and consists of three stages. First, the use of direction al classic distance by changing the protocol so all distances of nodes in the network to the anchor can be obtained, and in this case the distance will be represented within a hop. Each node in the table consists of {Xi, Yi, hi} and changes the update table in accordance their neighbor nodes. The second stage, each anchor node determines the distance to the other anchor node. Meanwhile, the amorphous algorithm is generally like DV-Hop algorithm that is used to calculate the distance between two nodes but the difference is that amorphous algorithm calculates the hop distances between the anchor nodes and unknown nodes. For computing the position, the author used Trilateral algorithm to determine the position of the sensor node. The main reason for using range free method in the application is because the range free method requires little energy consumption, is low cost, and is suitable to be applied to a wide area as well as in the field of high-risk observation.
The nodes are static and the effect of range communication and the number of anchor nodes, the influence of the number of unknown nodes and a range communication to the parameters of performance such as error position, energy consumption, and time position were tested. The hypothesis was that the parameters of DV-hop algorithm performance is better than Amorphous algorithm. 
Related Works
There are numbers of sensor nodes deployed an observation area. Some have position information (because it has a GPS or placed manually) while other nodes' positi ons have to be determined by using localization techniques. The position that is determined is relatively between nodes or other objects that are involved around it. Today, many localization schemes depend on a few anchor deployed in sensor networks.
Anchor is a sensor node that knows its own position (via GPS or other manual configuration) and act as a reference for other nodes whose position is unknown because their position can spread. Here, the authors want to provide an additional reference. There are some algorithms that can estimate range free distance. Those algorithms are dv-hop algorithm and amorphous algorithm. A trilateral algorithm is used to estimate its position. However, do not forget the critical issue in WSN which is the lifetime of the sensor that is limited by power [2] . Therefore, the author added performance parameters of energy consumption that is used to determine the better performing algorithm from dv hop and amorphous which can then be used as a reference for further research, especially into consideration the algorithm that want to be improved [3] [4] .
Methodology
In this chapter, the analysis of simulation results using simulator NS2.34 will be discussed. The analysis is aimed to find out the performance of the DV -Hop algorithm and Amorphous algorithm. In this research, there were several scenarios:
a. Variation of anchor node scheme. The number of anchor nodes will be varied 5% to 25% with an increment of 5% for all nodes. b. Variation of node density scheme. Number of nodes will be varied from 100 nodes to 500 nodes with an increment of 100 nodes. c. Variation of range communication scheme. A value of range communication will be varied from 200 meters to 400 meters with an increment of 50 meters.
Amorphous algorithm
In amorphous algorithm, to calculate hop distance successfully, the anchor nodes have to find out three distances with applying maximum likelihood estimation to determine its position or go through three sided measurements [5] [6] : a. Calculated the minimum hop from the Unknown Node to the Beacon Node. With the flooding method, messages from beacon nodes can be sent to the unknown nodes.
(1)
Based on [5] [6] , eqn. (1) describes the calculation of the minimum hop from the node to . ( ,) represents the minimum hop between the unknown node and beacon node ; meanwhile ℎ( , ) describes the hop of unknown node to the beacon node ; ℎ( , ) represents the calculating hop value of unknown node to the beacon node ; moreover nbrs( ) describes the number neighbor nodes around the unknown node . b. Calculated the distance between the Unknown Node to the Beacon Node. To estimate a position using trilateration, unknown nodes have to know the position and distance of the three anchor nodes. The distance can be calculated using the following formula:
Where (x, y) is the position of the nodes that will be counted, (xi, yi) is reference node position to the i node, and (di) is the distance from the anchor node to the unknown node. From the formula, there are three quadratic equations with two unknown, which in theory can be resolved into an equation. equation 4 can be linearized by subtracting the last equation from the first equation n-1, and can be formulated in linear multiplication system, which is AX=b, where:
DV-Hop Algorithm
DV-hop algorithm can estimate the average distance for every hop, which is then used to correct the entire network [8] . The average hop-size for each anchor node can be calculated with the following formula:
Where m represents as anchor node; hij represent as the number of hop between i and j. (xi, yi) (xj, yj) are the coordinates of the anchor i and anchor j. Then, each anchor node notify the value of hop size in the network. When an unknown node receives the information of hop size, the estimated distance between unknown nodes and anchor nodes can be calculated as follows:
(6) Figure 2 shows that the position of unknown nodes can be identified by the computational position algorithm, which is one is trilateral algorithm. The following is a representation of the DV-hop algorithm. 
4.
Result and Discussion 4.1. Analyze the effect of anchor node variation towards localization error and total energy consumption As already described in previous chapters, the localization error is a comparison between error position nodes (meter) with communication ranges (meters). The error position of a node is position error of the estimated node to the real position of node in meters. The total energy consumption is the total energy consumption of the entire node in seconds [9] [10] . Table 2 shows that the localization error due to the effect of anchor variation mostly gets lower for Amorphous Algorithm except for the ratio of beacons 15%, it got higher than the previous data. However, the results for location error in DVHOP, the values gets fluctuates. Table 3 shows that the total energy consumption due to the effect of anchor node variation for both algorithm gets higher in each number of nodes value with increment 100 nodes. Figure 3 shows that the number of anchor nodes with an increment of 5%, where the number of nodes is 300 and the range of communication is 300m, the localization error got lower but the energy consumption is gets higher. The localization error got lower because the more anchor nodes there are in network, the larger the coverage of network, resulting more hop counts to go through. As more hop counts go through, the localization error gets lower. If the localization error gets lower, it means a better position accuracy of nodes. The energy consumption got higher because there were more anchor nodes in network, resulting in more computation position that needs energy. Besides that, anchor nodes consume more energy than unknown nodes because anchors have GPS.
For the localization error, the Amorphous algorithm have 13.60% less errors than DVHop algorithm because the DV-Hop algorithm is based on hop count when estimating position. Less anchor nodes will make the coverage in a network smaller, causing hop counts to get lower. Less hop counts cause the accuracy to worsen. However, the value of the two algorithms equally experienced fluctuations because of other factors. Those factors are node density, random signaling, and deployment of node. For Energy Consumption, the Amorphous algorithm use 24.538% less energy than DV-Hop algorithm because the DV-Hop algorithm is always updating its table in accordance to their neighbor. Table 4 shows that the Localization Error due to the effect of node density variation for both algorithm gets higher in each proportion of beacons value with increment 5%. Table 5 shows that the total energy consumption due to the effect of node density variation for both algorithm gets fluctuate in each number of nodes value with increment 100 nodes. Figure 4 shows that as the number of nodes increment by100, where the composition of anchor nodes is 20% of nodes and the range of communication is 300m, the localization error is gets lower but the energy consumption gets higher. The localization error became lower because there were more unknown nodes in network which results in more hop count and neighbor nodes. More hop counts and neighbor nodes cause the localization error to get lower. If the localization error is low it means better accuracy of node positions. The energy consumption gets higher because there were more nodes in network which means more energy is required to estimate the position of nodes.
Analyze the effect of node density variation towards Localization error and total energy consumption
For the localization error, the DV-Hop algorithm has 26.95% less errors than the amorphous algorithm because the DV-Hop algorithm is based on hop count when estimating positions. More nodes in the network will create a larger hop count causing the computation to be more accurate. However, the value of the two algorithms equally experienced fluctuations because of other factors including node density, random signaling, and deployment of node. For the Energy Consumption, the Amorphous algorithm uses 14. 227% less energy than the DV-Hop algorithm because the DV-Hop algorithm is always updating its table in accordance to their neighbor and the computation of the DV-Hop algorithm is more complex than the Amorphous algorithm, which uses more energy.
Analyze the effect of range communication variation towards localization error and
total energy consumption Table 6 shows that the localization error due to the effect of range communication variation mostly gets lower for Amorphous except for the wireless range 350, it gets higher than the previous data. However, the results for location error in DVHOP, the values gets fluctuate. Table 7 shows that the total energy consumption due to the effect of range communication variations for both algorithm gets higher in each number of wireless range value with increment 50 nodes. Figure 5 shows that as the communication range increment by 50m, where the number of nodes is 300 and the composition of anchor nodes is 20% of all nodes, the localization error is decreases but the energy consumption increases. The localization error decreases as the there is an increase in node communication range, resulting a larger network coverage and more hop count to go through. More hop count going through means a lower localization error. If the localization error low, it means a better accuracy of node position. The energy consumption also increases because the increase in node communication range uses more power.
For the localization error, the DV-Hop algorithm has 50.282% less errors than the amorphous algorithm because the DV-Hop algorithm is based on hop counts when estimating positions. A higher node communication range will increase hop count, increasing the accuracy of the computing. However, the value of the two algorithms equally experienced fluctuations because of other factors such as node density, random signaling, and deployment of node. For the Energy Consumption, the Amorphous algorithm uses 12.35% less energy than the DVHop algorithm because the DV-Hop algorithm is always updating its table in accordance to their neighbors and the computation of the DV-Hop algorithm is also more complex than the Amorphous algorithm, which requires more energy.
Conclusion
This research which was conducted to analyze the performance of DV -Hop algorithm and Amorphous algorithm towards localization schemes with error localization parameters and energy consumption resulted the effect of increasing the number of anchor nodes: the number of nodes and the number of communication range for the Amorphous algorithm and the DV -Hop algorithm show that value of localization error gets lower. If the localization error is low, it means a better accuracy of node positions. However, value of energy consumption gets higher. In the localization error parameter: For the scheme of increasing the number of anchor nodes, the Amorphous algorithm have 13.60% less errors than the DV-Hop. When increasing the number of nodes, the DV-Hop algorithm has 26.95% less errors than the amorphous algorithm. For the increase of communication range scheme, the DV-Hop algorithm has 50.282% less errors than the amorphous algorithm because of the DV-Hop algorithm itself. In the energy consumption parameter: For the scheme of increasing the number of anchor nodes: the Amorphous algorithm uses 24.538% less energy than the DV-Hop algorithm. When increasing of nodes, the Amorphous algorithm uses 14.227% less energy than the DV-Hop algorithm. For the increase of communication range scheme, the Amorphous algorithm uses 12.35% less energy than the DVHop algorithm. 
